FILL OUT A WORK ORDER IN SECONDS

- Get important requests into the hands of your teammates. Select a requester, an asset, location and a procedure. Voila!

- Define and assign tasks with ease. Details can be added using fields to record instructions, materials consumed, attachments, labor reporting, failure analysis and more.

- Quickly track down your work order, even with little information (e.g. just search part of the description or requester name). Find the status of every work order you need.

UPDATE WORK ORDERS IN REAL-TIME, FROM THE FIELD

- Don’t waste time going back to an office or shop to find a computer. Close out a work order on location, using your iPad or other mobile device, and move on to the next.

- Record time and materials from the field. Add pictures to work orders. Information will be beamed up to the cloud for quick and easy recall, when and where you need it.

- Improve utilization of your most valuable asset: your crew. Bring up work percentages. With Maintenance Connection, your central office will be notified as soon as repairs are completed. New assignments can then be created and received instantly.
MAKE SMARTER REPAIR & REPLACEMENT DECISIONS

- Connect your work orders to equipment and assets so that you can better understand how much time and money is being spent to maintain them.
- Answer your boss’ toughest questions. Maintenance Connection provides the information and answers to critical performance questions about your assets and maintenance operations.
- Provide greater accountability of your maintenance budget based on equipment, department and work order use.

MAINTENANCE PLANNING & SCHEDULING

Maintenance planners face a difficult puzzle of creating optimal maintenance schedules with limited staff, work hours and equipment availability. But, with a fully-featured CMMS such as Maintenance Connection, planning and scheduling becomes less of a problem and more of an opportunity.